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We believe that to tackle complex problems we need 
to mobilise all the resources of intelligence available 
to us. That’s why we funded five experiments that 
sought to understand how to best combine the 
complementary strengths of machine intelligence 
and collective human intelligence. 

Exploring AI-crowd  
interaction
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22 01  How to improve the quality of group decision-making

Who is behind this experiment? Spotlab.

Key finding: AI models that have been trained on medical images 
annotated by non-expert adults and school children are as accurate 
at diagnosing diseases as AI models trained on expert-based 
annotations. 

Who is this relevant for? 

• National policymakers, practitioners and researchers in health.

• Citizen science projects and crowdsourcing platforms.

• International and humanitarian organisations. 

Using serious games to train AI models for medical diagnosis 

Experiment 5: Can citizens playing online games be as effective as physicians in training AI models for image diagnosis?

What was the experiment?

This experiment tested whether AI models trained by the general public 
could outperform medical specialists in analysing medical imagery 
(digitised blood samples) for the diagnosis of global diseases such as 
malaria. The AI models were trained by volunteers (adults and school 
children) performing medical image analysis while playing serious online 
games (through a website or app) for global diseases diagnosis. The 
accuracy of models were then tested against the performance of medical 
specialists. 

What did they learn?

The experiment found that AI models trained on images annotated by 
both adults and school children can obtain similar results to ones trained 
on expert-based annotations, of around 93 per cent accuracy. The team 
found that the minimum number of different responses (or annotations) 
from adults and school children needed to achieve a level of accuracy 
comparable to experts was 20. In fact, responses from 20 school children 
alone could achieve a similar level of accuracy to experts. 

Millions of people are affected every year 
by diseases which go undiagnosed, simply 

because some healthcare systems struggle 
with limited capacity. Spotlab has been using a 
game called SpotWarriors to see if the wisdom 
of a crowd of non-experts is comparable to 

the expertise of trained doctors – and, in the 
process, empower people to become part of a 
global healthcare solution. 

“Microscope diagnosis – looking at blood, skin, 
etc, under a microscope – is the gold standard 
for several diseases,” explains Spotlab’s Lydia 

Garcia. “But it requires specialist time and 
resources. It’s a very slow process.” 

So, what to use instead? “An AI model,” says Lin 
Lin. “We thought it would be faster. But the problem 
there is that training AI models requires a lot of 
data, and getting someone to label all that sample 
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data is also difficult because doctors are so busy. 
So we asked, ‘What if we get a group of normal 
people like us to label the images, and train the 
model with that data?’ – and we prove it’s possible.”

So how do you get a group of people without 
expertise to label medical images? The answer 
is a game called SpotWarriors. After showing 
players example microscope images of certain 
diseases, it then asks them to spot the same 
signs of infection in other images. “In each 
image, if the player attempts an identification – 
identifying a blood cell with a malaria infection, for 
example – and we know what the correct answer 
is, they either score or lose points,” says Lin. “But 
if they select a part of the image where we’re 
unsure, it’s marked with a question mark for further 
verification.”

The concept was first developed in 2013 by 
Spotlab’s Miguel Luengo, with its first iteration, 
Malariaspot. “He found that 22 non-expert players 
were equivalent to one specialist,” says Garcia. 
“Every player makes mistakes, but correct guesses 
tend to be clustered, so you can detect accuracy in 
the noise.”

For the SpotWarriors project, the team wanted 
to test their hypothesis on both kids and adults. 
They ran 50 workshops in schools, with more 
than 1,000 children taking part (and this was 
made much more difficult by the severity of 
the COVID-19 pandemic in Spain). “The teens 
were very competitive,” says Garcia. “They were 

like, ‘Oh, now I’m a doctor!’ That’s really fun. This 
is a beautiful experiment in some ways, because 
it empowers people. One of our partners, Elena, is 
an expert on soil-transmitted parasites – but her 
mother is so obsessed with playing that she’s more 
of an expert than her daughter now. It’s awesome.”

The SpotWarriors game overview and mobile app interface
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Since people’s guesses tend to cluster around 
the correct answer in each image in the game, 
the team could use those averages – from 
across 700 different ‘levels’ – to train a neural 
network in how to spot the same diseases from 
the same symptoms. They took a different 
dataset of 7,600 diagnostic images, and set 
the neural network loose on it to see how 
accurate it would be. The result? 93 per cent 
of the time it correctly diagnosed the relevant 
illness – and not only was that accuracy near-
identical regardless of when either guesses 
from only adults or only kids were used to 
train the neural network, it was on par with the 
accuracy displayed by medical professionals 
in Spain and Kenya, who took part via a tele-
microscopy platform. Lay people, even kids, 
can actually compare to experts when it comes 
to diagnosing certain diseases.

The fact that only 700 images are used to 
train the model is a limitation – expanding 
the dataset would likely improve the model 
even further. The team has floated the idea 
of having hospitals upload new diagnostic 
images to SpotWarriors in the future whenever 
an in-house expert is unsure of the correct 
diagnosis – say, they’re only 90 per cent 
certain – and letting players collectively tackle 
it instead. Those guesses, in turn, would help 
improve the model further still by becoming 
part of its training dataset.

“We also learned a lot about the importance of 
game design here,” says Garcia. “With parasites, 
we designed the game to be like Tinder – you swipe 
if you see one. But with malaria, we made it more 
like scrolling around on Google Maps and placing 
pins. We got better results with the former.” The 
game also only works with diseases where the 
key markers fit in a box on a screen. But it has 
potential. Wherever people kill time by looking 
at their phones – on the subway, in bed, on 
the toilet – they could be analysing pictures on 
their phone, helping to train models like this.

“Everyone is an agent of change,” argues Garcia. 
“This game gives us a chance to promote principles 

like solidarity and empathy. It doesn’t always have 
to be that solutions come from politics – they can 
be out there in society.”

A SpotWarriors school workshop

“Every player makes mistakes, 
but correct guesses tend to be 
clustered, so you can detect 
accuracy in the noise.”
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